What’s in my Pack?
By Kevin Estela
Modular. That one word describes
the purpose of the gear I carry. From the
pocket items I never leave home without,
to the breakdown and recovery kit I have
in my truck, to the stores of supplies at
home, the layers of redundancy provide
me great survivability in uncertain times.
This article features the contents of my
daypack. It isn’t the largest pack but it
is the pack I carry year round and have
since 2007. It has been used on canoe
trips, while teaching week long courses,
and has been a faithful companion regardless of the trip I’m on. It is designed
to meet my basic needs and leave room
for an additional pack to be piggybacked
above it. Those include extended stay
items like sleeping bag, additional food,
shelter components, and larger redundant dedicated camp items. Depending
on the season and trip, the items in the
supplemental pack will vary but my daypack never changes. Keep this in mind
as you read what I carry and remember
this pack covers the fundamentals first.

The author’s daypack is a large lumbar pack with provisions to carry extra gear lashed to the outside.
The contents never change throughout the seasons.

The Pack Itself
I worked at a retail sporting
goods store for years and currently have
discounts with many companies. Of all
the packs I could have bought (and I
did buy a bunch of others unfortunately), I went with a Kifaru Tailgunner.
It is a lumbar pack with supplemental
shoulder straps. It can be worn low on
the body to accommodate a secondary
pack above it. It also doesn’t get in the
way of a slung rifle or the water bottle
I carry on a cross body shoulder strap.

The pack, fully loaded and unzipped.
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Carrying the weight lower on my body
makes it easy to move about and maintain my balance. Built like a tank out
of heavy duty Cordura Nylon, it has
plenty of internal pockets and elastic
straps to organize my gear. One thing
you’ll notice about my pack whether you
see it now or years from now, I never
change the location of where I carry my
gear. If I need something now, I don’t
want to look for it and waste time.

The Ten Essential Needs

Organization is easy with multiple pockets, elastic tabs, and sleeves.

Luxury items carried include a mosquito head net, wet wipes, and bandana.

I’m a firm believer in meeting
your 10 essential needs rather than
limiting yourself to carrying 10 items.
I also believe a person can focus too
much on carrying resources rather than
learning to be resourceful. My pack
contains items to meet the 10 essential
needs in individual component organizers. I carry my fire kit (a combination
of petroleum cotton balls, life boat
matches, an orange and a blue lighter
and spare ferro rod), cordage sack (filled
with various hanks of 550 paracord,
decoy line, 50# test Spiderwire and duct
tape), mirror and whistle for signaling,
sil nylon poncho and SOL/AMK Heat
Sheets for shelter, first-aid kit in the
only white bag in the pack for quick
identification, back up blades, Titanium
cup and spare 16 oz. metal water bottle,
small fishing kit and assorted snares.

Luxury and Additional Items

Shelter components include S.O.L. heatsheets, sil nylon poncho, and cordage material.
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While the majority of my pack
is filled with basics, I carry some luxury
items to make life easier. I can carve a
spoon but I prefer to pack my own as
well as the matching titanium fork. I
also carry Wet-Ones and a small wash
cloth for hygiene. Nothing helps morale
like being clean. Looking closer, you will
find a small firearm and knife cleaning
kit for those times when your sleeve just
isn’t enough to clean your knife, rifle, or
pistol. For the times when I need to sleep

in a primitive shelter, I am happy to pack
a mosquito head net. Combined with a
baseball cap, it keeps those buggers from
annoying me while I catch my ZZZ’s.
That net has also been used on past trips
as a scoop net. I have a pair of gloves
for when I have to work with my hands
since injuries to the hands are common.
I carry a smaller pocket emergency
kit in my pack as well. When I get to my
camp or location, I throw the smaller
kit in my pocket. I may leave the camp
without the larger daypack but I always
have some provisions on me with that
kit. You will also find a small stuff sack
in my pack for use as a makeshift anchor filled with rocks or as a collection
container for wild edibles. There are a
couple carabiners, a makeshift bungee
cord system and ½ inch supplemental
straps to help attach on the outside
of my pack to quickly attach certain
items that normally won’t fit inside.

A metal water bottle and cup (non-aluminum!) is a must as is a quality compass like the Suunto MC-2.

Final Thoughts
If you couldn’t tell, my pack is
almost filled to capacity. However, I do
have plenty of places to lash extra gear
on the exterior. Remember, I also make a
habit to stuff my pockets and spread out
the gear I carry on my body. Thanks to
the shoulder straps, I can carry a heavy
load comfortably with this pack. You
probably have been thinking of other
uses for the gear I’ve listed in this article.
That’s a good skill to practice! I carry
multi-purpose equipment intentionally
and an explanation of how to stretch
the items in my pack to meet demands
of any reason in any season is a topic for
future articles. Just remember, always
look to be resourceful and avoid carrying too many resources. Your skills will
improve and your back will thank you.

A fishing kit and small game snares are carried for food procurement. A fork and a spoon are nice
luxuries to have.

In the author’s first aid kit are some standard and not so standard items. Cake frosting for diabetics
and small SAM splints for common jammed fingers. Signaling gear is carried as well in the only high
visibility/urgent need pocket.
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